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Introduction and summary

Almost 92 million eligible Americans did not vote in the 2016 presidential elections.1 
In the 2014 midterm elections, an estimated 143 million eligible Americans failed to 
vote, marking the lowest voter participation in 72 years.2 For the nation’s democracy 
to function properly and for government to provide fair representation, all eligible 
Americans must have the opportunity to vote—and be encouraged to do so. Our 
collective self-rule is established and fostered through free, fair, accessible, and secure 
elections through which the voice of every eligible American is heard. 

The American people recognize the importance of voting in our democracy. In a 2018 
Pew Research Center survey, 74 percent of respondents ranked election participation 
as a very important determinant of good citizenship—above paying taxes and follow-
ing the law.3 And yet, millions of eligible voters are missing from America’s political 
decision-making process. This may be because of unnecessary barriers in the voter 
registration and voting process that prevent would-be voters from casting ballots or 
because potential voters feel alienated from government. Nationwide, roughly 6 mil-
lion American citizens are barred from having their voices heard because of antiquated 
and discriminatory ex-offender disenfranchisement laws. Voter suppression tools, 
including improper voter purges such as those recently upheld by the U.S. Supreme 
Court, keep countless eligible Americans from voting each election cycle.4

However, America can build an election system based on pro-voter policies and prac-
tices that drive participation by all eligible voters. To do so, first, barriers to register-
ing to vote and to voting must be eliminated, and reforms must be implemented in 
order to enable all eligible Americans to cast a ballot that will be securely counted. 
Implementing automatic voter registration (AVR) in all 50 states and the District of 
Columbia could result in more than 22 million newly registered voters in just the first 
year of implementation.5 In addition, eliminating ex-offender disenfranchisement laws 
would bring more than 6 million new voters into the electorate.6 At the same time, 
civic engagement tools must be designed to encourage voting, particularly for those 
who have become alienated from the democratic process and do not feel heard by their 
elected leaders or represented in government.
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When people exercise their power as voters, they can elect local, state, and national lead-
ers who are responsive to and reflective of the communities they serve. For example, in 
November 2017, Philadelphia voters translated their desire for criminal justice reform 
by electing Larry Krasner as the city’s new district attorney with 74 percent of the votes.7 
Krasner is a vocal critic of mass incarceration, racial bias, and corruption within the 
criminal justice system and recently ended cash bail requirements for low-level offend-
ers.8 Voters have also used their power to diversify government bodies and make them 
more reflective of the broader population, for example, by electing LGBTQ candidates 
and people of color.9 In one instance, recognizing the important issues at stake in the 
November 2017 elections—from immigration reform to health care to civil rights—vot-
ers in Virginia exercised their power over government at higher rates than in past guber-
natorial elections: 47.6 percent in 2017, compared with 43 percent in 2013.10

This report examines the problem of low voter participation in America, which 
includes structural barriers that keep Americans from having their voices heard as 
well as widespread disillusionment with the political process. As this report shows, 
obstacles to voting and distrust in government have repercussions for representational 
democracy, leading to participation gaps across demographics as well as elected bodies 
that are unrepresentative of the broader population of American citizens.

To increase voter participation and expand voting opportunities for eligible voters, 
states have a number of tools available, including those detailed in this report. Taken 
together, the policies and practices explored in the sections below are proven to 
increase voter participation and make voting more convenient. The success of these 
programs depends largely on states’ commitment—as well as that of campaigns and 
grassroots organizations—to inform eligible voters of their availability, how to use 
them, and why exercising their power as voters can make a difference in their lives. In 
addition to analyzing the contributing factors to low voter turnout and the effective-
ness of pro-voter policies in increasing participation, this report examines the impact 
of civics education and voter engagement work.

This report also outlines the following recommendations to drive voter participation 
and make the process of voting more convenient for eligible Americans:

1. Streamline voter registration with automatic voter registration, same-day  
voter registration (SDR),11 preregistration of 16- and 17-year-olds, and  
online voter registration

2. Make voting more convenient with in-person early voting, no-excuse  
absentee voting, and vote-at-home with vote centers

3. Provide sufficient resources in elections and ensure voting is accessible
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4. Restore rights for formerly incarcerated people
5. Strengthen civics education in schools
6. Invest in integrated voter engagement (IVE) and outreach

This report also highlights the success of these policies based on existing literature. 
Where possible, gains in voter participation were projected using current impact 
data. Of course, demographics and voting cultures differ across states and even by 
jurisdiction, so these projections are not exact. However, they do provide an idea 
of how many of America’s missing voters could be engaged through these policies. 
There were some policies for which the authors were unable to project gains because 
key data points were unavailable. For these policies, more research must be done 
to determine their potential impact on voter participation in future elections. (See 
Methodology for a more detailed explanation) 

• Automatic voter registration: Center for American Progress research finds that, if 
every state implemented Oregon’s model of AVR, more than 22 million registered 
voters could be added to state voter rolls in just the first year.12 Based on this analysis, 
one could expect more than 7.9 million new voters nationwide—including 3.2 
million previously disengaged voters—within just the first year of implementation. 

• Same-day voter registration: States with SDR, which this report defines as including 
Election Day registration, experience, on average, a 5 percent increase in voter 
participation and consistently have the highest participation in the country.13 
According to the authors’ calculations, if all states without SDR had passed and 
implemented the policy, there could have been approximately 4.8 million more 
voters in the 2016 elections. 

• Preregistration: In Florida, preregistration laws have been found to improve youth 
voting participation by 4.7 percentage points.14

• Online registration: A study of Georgia’s online voter registration system found 
that approximately 71 percent of those who registered online turned out to vote, 
compared with 48 percent and 52 percent of those registering by mail or through a 
state agency, respectively.15 According to the authors’ calculations, had every state 
implemented an online voter registration policy such as Georgia’s, there could have 
been more than 536,000 additional voters during the 2016 elections.
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• Early voting: One study found that early voting can increase participation by about 
2 to 4 percent.16 Eliminating early voting has also been found to decrease turnout 
in communities of color.17 According to the authors’ calculations, if all states had 
early voting in place during the 2016 elections, there could have been at least 
789,500 more voters.

• No-excuse absentee voting: No-excuse absentee voting has been projected to 
increase voter participation by about 3 percent over time.18

• Vote-at-home with vote centers: Colorado’s vote-at-home plus vote centers policy 
increased voter participation in the state by about 2 to 5 percent and increased 
participation for young people by 9 percent.19

• Restore rights for formerly incarcerated people: More than 25,000 formerly 
incarcerated people in Virginia participated in the 2016 elections after having their 
rights restored by former Gov. Terry McAuliffe (D).20 Based on Virginia’s experience, 
all else being equal, if all formerly incarcerated people had their rights restored, there 
could have been more than 914,000 additional voters during the 2016 elections. 

• Strengthen civics education in schools: As one example, a study of Kids Voting 
USA—a civics education model—in Kansas found that voter participation was 
2.1 percent higher for both 18-year-olds and their parents in Kansas counties that 
incorporated Kids Voting into school curricula.21 

• Invest in integrated voter engagement and outreach: Integrated voter engagement 
groups combine issue advocacy and organizing with voter mobilization to effectuate 
positive change within the communities they serve. From 2012 to 2016, the IVE 
group Emgage, saw a 17.2 percent increase in participation among Muslim American 
voters. Grassroots voter outreach efforts are also successful in driving participation; 
one study showed that an additional vote is produced for every 14 people contacted 
by canvassers.22 According to the authors’ calculations, had every eligible nonvoting 
American been contacted by canvassers, there could have been approximately 6.2 
million more voters during the 2016 elections.

These pro-voter policies are mutually dependent and reinforcing. For example, the 
effectiveness of more convenient voting options—including early voting, vote-at-
home, and no-excuse absentee voting—depends on eligible voters being registered. 
As aptly described in a report by the director of the Elections Research Center at the 
University of Wisconsin, Barry C. Burden, and others, “The additional convenience 
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of early voting is worthless to a potential voter who finds that she is actually not 
registered, and therefore unqualified to vote.”23 At the same time, the benefits of reg-
istration modernization cannot be fully realized if voters do not have opportunities 
to exercise their civic duty. Moreover, these policies often complement each other. 
Whereas early voting on its own has been shown to increase participation by about 
2 to 4 percent, early voting combined with same-day voter registration has increased 
voter participation by 4.2 to 11 percent where it has been implemented.24

The policies examined in this report—registration modernizations, convenience 
voting, sufficient resources, and rights restoration—have shown success in increas-
ing voter participation and in making voting more convenient, particularly among 
historically underrepresented groups. Along with ensuring strong civics education and 
carrying out robust integrated voter engagement, these policies have the potential to 
reshape and reinvigorate the electorate. Through them, the 92 million eligible voters 
who did not vote in the 2016 elections will find or regain their voices, resulting in a 
more representative and responsive government that works for all Americans.
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Status of pro-voter reforms  
in the states

Recognizing that these policies increase participation and expand the electorate, 
many states are prioritizing advancement of pro-voter reforms. For example, in 2018, 
Washington state took significant strides to improve its pro-voter policy structure by 
enacting a reform package that included automatic voter registration, preregistration 
for 16- and 17-year-olds, and same-day voter registration.25 CAP estimates that, in 
Washington, AVR could result in more than 50,000 new voter registrants, 21,000 of 
whom would be unlikely to register without the program.26 And in April 2018, New 
York Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) issued an executive order restoring voting rights to an 
estimated 36,000 eligible Americans on parole.27

Table 1 lists the states in which each of the pro-voter policy reforms assessed in this report 
have been adopted—although, in some instances, implementation is still underway. 

TABLE 1

Status of pro-voter reforms in the states

State

Automatic 
voter 

registration

Same-
day voter 

registration Preregistration 
Online 

registration Vote-at-home

No-excuse 
absentee 

voting
Rights 

restoration* Early voting

Alabama ✔

Alaska ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Arizona ✔ ✔ ✔

Arkansas ✔

California ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Colorado ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A N/A

Connecticut ✔ ✔ ✔

Delaware ✔ ✔

District of Columbia ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Florida ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Georgia ✔ ✔ ✔

Hawaii ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Idaho ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Illinois ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

continues

https://click.everyaction.com/k/921691/5275694/1053528489?nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9FQS9FQTAwMi8xLzYwNzY4IiwNCiAgIkRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvblVuaXF1ZUlkIjogImE0N2Q5ZjNlLTVmMmMtZTgxMS04MGMyLTAwMTU1ZGE3OWYzZSIsDQogICJFbWFpbEFkZHJlc3MiOiAiZHJvb3RAYW1lcmljYW5wcm9ncmVzcy5vcmciDQp9&hmac=35CAChJmqo6sB7YoqZUv6kh7qmsEind60UFbfXhtuyA=
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State

Automatic 
voter 

registration

Same-
day voter 

registration Preregistration 
Online 

registration Vote-at-home

No-excuse 
absentee 

voting
Rights 

restoration* Early voting

Indiana ✔ ✔ ✔

Iowa ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Kansas ✔ ✔ ✔

Kentucky ✔

Louisiana ✔ ✔ ✔

Maine ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A ✔

Maryland ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Massachusetts ✔ ✔ ✔

Michigan ✔

Minnesota ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Mississippi

Missouri ✔

Montana ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Nebraska ✔ ✔ ✔

Nevada ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

New Hampshire ✔ ✔

New Jersey ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

New Mexico ✔ ✔ ✔

New York ✔ ✔

North Carolina ✔ ✔ ✔

North Dakota ✔ ✔ ✔

Ohio ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Oklahoma ✔ ✔ ✔

Oregon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A ✔ N/A

Pennsylvania ✔ ✔

Rhode Island ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

South Carolina ✔

South Dakota ✔ ✔

Tennessee ✔ ✔

Texas ✔

Utah ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vermont ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A ✔

Virginia ✔

Washington ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A N/A

West Virginia ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Wisconsin ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Wyoming ✔ ✔ ✔

TOTAL 13 17 18 39 3 28 16 34

Source: Information derived from National Conference of State Legislatures and the Brennan Center for Justice.
*Voting rights restored automatically after release from prison.
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Voter participation rates  
and demographic gaps

Millions of eligible Americans today are either choosing not to vote or are prevented 
from participating in the electoral process. Voter participation remains low by histori-
cal measures. Since 2000, voter participation for U.S. citizens has hovered between 54 
and 64 percent during presidential elections and between 41 and 48 percent during 
midterm elections.28 In 2016, falling participation defined the election, as swing states 
such as Wisconsin and Ohio saw voter participation drop by approximately 3 percent 
and 4 percent, respectively, compared with 2012.29 Voter participation rates are par-
ticularly low during primary and local elections. During the 2016 primaries, only 28.5 
percent of eligible voters cast votes for party candidates, while a mere 14.5 percent 
participated in the 2012 primaries.30 For local mayoral elections, participation falls 
below 20 percent in 15 of the country’s 30 most populous cities.31

America’s representative government is warped by low voter participation, and, 
of those who do vote, the group is not representative of the broader population of 
eligible American citizens. Research shows that communities of color, young people, 
and low-income Americans are disproportionately burdened by registration barriers, 
inflexible voting hours, and polling place closures, making it more difficult for these 
groups to vote. Participation gaps persist along racial, educational, and income-level 
differences. (see Figure 1)
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FIGURE 1

Participation gaps in the 2016 elections along racial/ethnic differences

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2016” (2017), available at https://www.census.gov/-
data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-580.html; Tova Wang, “Ensuring Access to the Ballot for American Indians & 
Alaska Natives: New Solutions to Strengthen American Democracy” (New York: Demos, 2012), available at http://www.dem-
os.org/sites/default/�les/publications/IHS%20Report-Demos.pdf; Connor Maxwell, “5 Ways to Increase Voter Turnout in American Indian 
and Alaska Native Communities” (Washington: Center for American Progress, 2018), available at https://www.americanprogress.org/is-
sues/race/news/2018/06/12/451979/5-ways-increase-voter-turnout-american-indian-alaska-native-communities/; U.S. Census Bureau, 
“Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2016”; Government Accountability O�ce, “Elections: Issues Related to Registering 
Voters and Administering Elections,” GAO-16-630, Report to Congressional Requesters, June 2016, available at https://www.gao.gov/as-
sets/680/678131.pdf; U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2016.”

There was a 5 to 14 percent gap in voter participation for American Indians and Native Alaskans 
relative to other racial and ethnic groups. 

59%

49%

48%

63%

African American

Asian

Latino

White

Participation by education

Participation by income

Americans with higher educational attainment consistently participate 
at much higher rates than Americans who are less educated.

People who were unemployed were also less likely to participate than those with jobs.

Attended but did not graduate high school

With college degree

35%

74%

Making more than $50,000

Making less than $50,000

74%

52%

These participation gaps matter for who we elect and who holds public power. 
Although the 115th Congress is the most diverse in history, communities of color 
are still underrepresented.32 
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Furthermore, according to a Quartz analysis, the typical member of Congress is 
at least 12 times wealthier than the average American household.33 Nearly half 
of all 535 members of Congress have a net worth of at least $1 million, whereas 
the median net worth for an American adult in 2014 was only about $45,000.34 
President Donald Trump’s initial cabinet—which included Rex Tillerson, Tom 
Price, and Reince Priebus—was worth a combined $9.5 billion, exceeding the com-
bined wealth of more than a third of all U.S. households.35 

Eligible voters are clear about the barriers that keep them from voting. For example, 
a 2017 Pew study examined why registered voters refrained from voting in the 2016 
elections and found the most common reason among respondents—25 percent—to 
be that they “Didn’t like candidates or campaign issues,” followed by “Not interested, 
felt vote wouldn’t make difference,” at 15 percent; “Too busy or conflicting schedule,” 
14 percent; “Illness or disability,” 12 percent; “Out of town or away from home,” 8 per-
cent; “Registration problems,” 4 percent; “Forgot to vote,” 3 percent; “Transportation 
problems,” 3 percent; and “inconvenient hours or polling place,” 2 percent.”36 

FIGURE 2

Racial/ethnic makeup of members of 115th congress 
and voting age population

Black: 9%
Latino: 7%

Asian: 2%
Native American: 0.03%

Black: 13%
Latino: 12%

Asian: 4%
Native American: 1%

Members of Congress

Voting-age citizens

Wealth difference of typical member of Congress 
and average American household

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau and The Pew Charitable Trusts.

12 X
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There are a number of challenges associated with analyzing the effectiveness of pro-
voter policies in boosting voter participation—including diverging research meth-
odologies, uniqueness of state and local policy models, and difficulty distinguishing 
between correlation and causation in election settings. However, the policies discussed 
in this report have been shown to improve voter participation and help make the pro-
cess of voting more convenient by eliminating many of the barriers keeping millions of 
Americans from exercising their civic duty.37 Additionally, strong civics education and 
integrated voter engagement programs can help to address widespread alienation by 
connecting voting to the issues that affect people’s lives, by demystifying government, 
and by educating people on the electoral process and inviting them to participate. If 
properly implemented, these policies and practices have the potential to expand the 
electorate and to elect representatives that are more reflective of and responsive to the 
American population. 

The utility and impact of the pro-voter structural policies described in this report 
depend largely on people knowing that they exist and how to use them. As described 
by voting expert Tova Wang:

“For election reforms to work, people have to know about them. People don’t even 
know about the options available to them. They need to be provided with this infor-
mation in very simple straightforward terms.”38

Infrequent or first-time voters are especially unlikely to know about the availability of 
things such as same-day voter registration and early voting. This obligation falls largely 
on states and localities, both of which should send eligible voters notifications regard-
ing voting registration deadlines and information about eligibility as well as where 
and how to register. Well in advance of Election Day, eligible voters should receive 
notifications that remind them to vote and include information about their respective 
polling place and voting hours. This would help cut down on improperly cast bal-
lots.39 Distributing sample ballots can also help to improve the voting experience and 
reduce wait times at polling places.40 One study found that, during the 2000 elections, 
participation was 2.5 percent higher in states that mailed information about polling 
places to voters in advance and 2 percentage points higher in states that mailed sample 
ballots.41 The effects were especially notable for voters with little education and for 
young people.42 In the seven states that mailed sample ballots, voter participation for 
registered youths was 73 percent, compared with 67.3 percent in states that did not 
distribute sample ballots.43
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How to increase voter participation 
and make voting more convenient 

The sections that follow describe pro-voter tools that states can adopt in order to 
increase voter participation and provide more voting opportunities for eligible 
Americans. By adopting the following recommendations, states can diversify and 
expand the electorate, resulting in a government that is more representative of the 
American populace and in policy outcomes that better reflect public will.

Streamline voter registration 

One of the most effective ways to improve voter participation is to increase the num-
ber of people who are registered to vote by making the process more convenient. Every 
state except North Dakota requires that people register to vote before casting their 
ballot.44 Yet there are still millions of Americans who are unregistered; according to 
the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2016, approximately 1 in 7 American citizens who were of 
voting age self-reported that they were not registered to vote.45 In 2012, Pew estimated 
that nearly 1 in 4 eligible Americans were unregistered.46

Simply registering more people to vote would increase participation, as registered indi-
viduals are more likely to cast a ballot in elections. For example, in 2016, 61 percent of 
U.S. citizens reported voting, compared with 87 percent of people registered to vote. 

Each election cycle, barriers to the voter registration process—including a lack of acces-
sible information about where and how to register—prevent countless Americans from 
voting. In a 2017 survey, 6 percent of respondents said that they were not registered to 
vote because they did not know how to register.47 Meanwhile, a 2018 report found that, 
in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and South Dakota, Native Americans most commonly 
fail to register to vote because they do not know where or how to register and because 
they miss the voter registration deadline.48 In 2014, 1.9 million people failed to register 
because they did not know where to register or how to do so.49
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Certain groups are less likely to be registered to vote; these include communities of 
color, low-income Americans, those with disabilities, and young people.50 In 2016, 69 
percent of black and 57 percent of Hispanic Americans were registered to vote, com-
pared with 72 percent of whites.51 Asian Americans were 16 percent less likely to be 
registered to vote than whites.52 Furthermore, in 2012, only 66 percent of American 
Indians and Alaska Natives were registered—7 percentage points lower than their white 
counterparts.53 A shocking 20-point gap exists in registration rates between Americans 
making less than $25,000 per year and individuals making $100,000 or more per year.54 

FIGURE 3 

Voter participation for U.S. citizens and registered voters

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2016”; U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the 
Election of November 2014” (2015), available at https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-577.html; 
U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2012” (2013), available at https://www.census.gov/-
data/tables/2012/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-568.html; U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2010,” 
available at https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2010/demo/voting-and-registration/voting-registration-2010-election.html (last revised April 
25, 2018); U.S. Census Bureau, “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2008 - Detailed Tables” (2012), available at https://www.cen-
sus.gov/data/tables/2008/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-562-rv.html.

61 percent of U.S. citizens reported voting...

...compared with 87 percent of people registered to vote.

61% 87%

42 percent of U.S. citizens reported voting...

...compared with 65 percent of registered voters.

In the 2014 midterm elections,
42% 65%

62 percent of U.S. citizens reported voting...

...compared with 87 percent of registered voters.

In 2016,

In 2012,
62% 87%

46 percent of U.S. citizens reported voting...

...compared with 70 percent of registered voters.

In the 2010 midterm elections,
46% 70%

64 percent of U.S. citizens reported voting...

...compared with almost 90 percent of registered voters.

In 2008,
64% 90%
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Eligible Americans with disabilities are also less likely to be registered to vote—by 
about 2 percentage points—than people without disabilities.55 And in 2012, 735,000 
potential voters were prevented from having their names added to the voter rolls 
because of language barriers in the registration process.56

Young people are particularly burdened by barriers in the voter registration process. 
According to the census, people ages 18 to 34 were registered at a rate of 64 percent 
in 2016, compared with 72 percent of citizens 35 years or older.57 In 2012, 18- to 
29-year-old nonvoters most commonly cited “not being registered” as their reason 
for not voting.58 In all, 55 percent of black youth, 45 percent of Latino youth, and 61 
percent of white youth reported “not being registered” as the reason that they did 
not cast ballots in the 2012 election. 

Improving the voter registration process can decrease gaps in voter participation between 
demographic groups. For example, in 2016, white voting-age citizens participated at 
a 63 percent rate, while voting-age citizens of color participated at a 53 percent rate.59 
However, the participation gap decreases significantly between registered whites and 
registered people of color: 87.78 percent versus 84.91 percent, respectively. Therefore, 
while the participation gap between eligible white citizens and eligible citizens of color is 
10 percentage points, among registered citizens, the gap is only 2.87 percentage points.60 

Even if one succeeds in navigating the labyrinthine voter registration process, for the 
millions of Americans who move frequently or lack traditional addresses, registration can 
be difficult to maintain. From 2016 to 2017, approximately 11 percent of people changed 
their place of residence. Here, too, there are demographic disparities.61 According to the 
U.S. Census Bureau, from 2016 to 2017, the black or African American population had 
a higher moving rate than any other racial or ethnic group; Americans between the ages 
of 18 and 34 changed addresses more than three times as often as Americans age 35 and 
older; and those living below the poverty line were about 6 percentage points more likely 
to move than those living above the poverty line.62 

Additionally, arbitrary voter registration deadlines that occur needlessly early make 
the voter registration process even more difficult for eligible voters. In 2014, arbitrary 
voter registration deadlines prevented 4.1 million Americans from registering to vote.63 
In 2016, 23 percent of voting-eligible but unregistered 18- and 19-year-olds reported 
having missed their registration deadlines. And, according to a 2012 CIRCLE poll, only 
13 percent of young voters knew their state’s voter registration deadline, while a shock-
ing 87 percent did not know their state’s deadline or were misinformed.64 By analyzing 
the number of Google searches for voter registration deadlines that occurred after state 
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voter registration deadlines had passed in 2012, another report found that an additional 
3 million to 4 million Americans would have registered to vote in that election were it 
not for voter registration deadlines.65 In a recent example, Eric and Ivanka Trump were 
unable to vote for their father, then-candidate Donald Trump, in the 2016 primaries 
because they missed the voter registration deadline.66 Courts are beginning to recognize 
these deadlines’ dangerous effects on the electorate. For example, In 2017, a superior 
court struck down Massachusetts’ arbitrary 20-day voter registration deadline after 
finding that it was an unconstitutional burden on the right to vote. Unfortunately, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Court upheld the deadline in July 2018.67 

To ensure voter registration rolls are accurate and regularly updated, states should 
enlist the help of the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC).68 ERIC uses 
advanced technology and information to identify voter registrations that are outdated 
or invalid; this includes names, addresses, birthdates, and other points of compari-
son through official data from voter registration rolls, motor vehicle records, postal 
addresses, and Social Security death records.69 Upon receiving ERIC’s results, states 
contact residents identified by the program as eligible but unregistered to vote in order 
to educate them on the most efficient means of completing their voter registration. 
For those whose registration information is identified by the report as inaccurate or 
outdated, the state provides them with information on how to update their record.70 
Through ERIC, states improve the accuracy of voting rolls and identify new eligible 
residents in order to facilitate their registration.

To streamline voter registration, states should implement the following pro-voter 
policies, all of which have been shown to increase voter participation and make it more 
convenient to get registered and keep one’s registration up-to-date:

1. Automatic voter registration
2. Same-day voter registration
3. Preregistration of 16- and 17-year-olds
4. Online voter registration

Automatic voter registration 
AVR encourages voter participation by realigning incentives and shifting the burden 
of voter registration onto the state.71 Through AVR, eligible citizens are automatically 
registered to vote using voter eligibility information that the state already receives—
unless the individual chooses to decline registration. One of the major benefits of AVR 
is that voters’ registrations follow them and are updated automatically if and when they 
move. In this way, AVR offers a secure, modern way to use data efficiently to enhance 
the integrity of voter rolls and facilitate voter participation for all.
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Oregon’s AVR system, implemented in 2016, registers eligible voters through records 
received by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), whose applications for a 
driver’s license, learner’s permit, and identification card require all information neces-
sary to determine eligibility to vote in general elections.72 When Oregonians provide 
their name, address, birthdate, and citizenship information to the DMV, the agency 
automatically transmits the information to the elections division in the office of the 
secretary of state. Once the Oregon State Elections Division receives qualifying voter 
records from the DMV, it sends postcards to each individual informing them that they 
will be registered to vote through AVR unless they decline by signing and mailing back 
the postcard. The individual has 21 days to return the postcard indicating that they do 
not wish to be automatically registered to vote; afterward, they will be registered to 
vote upon confirmation of eligibility.73 Voter registrations are automatically updated 
and confirmed when information about the voter registrant—for example, an updated 
address—is received by the post office and shared with the secretary of state.74

CAP’s original research found that Oregon’s AVR system increased voter registration 
rates and expanded the electorate in the state. More than 272,000 new people were 
added to Oregon’s voter rolls through AVR, and more than 98,000 of them voted 
in the November 2016 presidential election.75 Another 260,000 voters had their 
addresses updated through AVR.76 More than 116,000 of those who became registered 
were unlikely to have done so otherwise.77 As a result of AVR, Oregon’s electorate is 
now more representative of the state’s population, as citizens registered through the 
program are younger, more rural, lower-income, and more ethnically diverse.78

Due to the many benefits that automatic voter registration offers election adminis-
trators and eligible voters, AVR programs are being adopted across the country. In 
2018, three states—Washington, Maryland, and New Jersey—have already adopted 
AVR. These states followed on the heels of Rhode Island and Illinois, both of which 
enacted AVR in 2017, and Alaska, whose voters adopted AVR at the ballot in 2016. 
And beginning in 2018, California will become the second state after Oregon to 
implement AVR. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, AVR 
has been passed by 12 states and the District of Columbia, with varying processes 
and implementation models.79

Oregon’s experience provides a road map to project how voter registration and par-
ticipation could increase if each state adopted AVR. For example, roughly one-third 
of the 272,702 individuals registered to vote through AVR within the first year of its 
implementation in Oregon voted in the 2016 election. Similarly, of those registered, 
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some 42.5 percent, or 116,000, were unlikely to have registered without AVR, and 
approximately one-third of the 40,000 previously disengaged people turned out to 
vote. CAP research finds that, if every state implemented AVR, more than 22 million 
registered voters could be added to state voter rolls in just the first year. All else being 
equal, if every state adopted the Oregon model of AVR, within just the first year of 
implementation, one could expect more than 7.9 million new voters nationwide—
including 3.2 million previously disengaged voters. 

TABLE 2

Automatic voter registration (AVR) impact projections

State
Total projected  
AVR registrants

Projected 
additional voters

Number of unlikely 
registrants without 

AVR

Number of unlikely 
additional voters 

without AVR

Alabama 363,553 130,516 155,045 39,668

Alaska 50,718 18,208 21,630 7,458

Arizona 492,553 176,827 210,059 72,428

Arkansas 230,774 82,848 98,418 33,935

California 2,929,407 1,051,657 1,249,306 430,761

Colorado 348,022 124,940 148,421 51,176

Connecticut 245,396 88,097 104,654 36,085

Delaware 62,583 22,467 26,690 9,203

District of 
Columbia

34,570 12,411 14,743 5,083

Florida 1,599,725 574,301 682,236 235,235

Georgia 719,449 258,282 306,824 105,793

Hawaii 145,947 52,395 62,242 21,461

Idaho 123,703 44,409 52,756 18,190

Illinois 766,737 275,259 326,991 112,746

Indiana 495,212 177,781 211,194 72,820

Iowa 210,734 75,654 89,872 30,988

Kansas 192,393 69,069 82,050 28,291

Kentucky 335,233 120,349 142,967 49,295

Louisianna 308,258 110,665 131,463 45,328

Maine 72,978 26,199 31,123 10,731

Maryland 359,760 129,154 153,427 52,902

Massachusetts 437,072 156,909 186,398 64,270

Michigan 656,855 235,811 280,129 96,588

Minnesota 305,660 109,732 130,355 44,946

continues
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State
Total projected  
AVR registrants

Total projected  
new voters

Number of  
unlikely registrants 

without AVR

Number of  
unlikely voters 

without AVR

Mississippi 154,140 55,336 65,736 22,666

Missouri 381,955 137,122 162,893 56,166

Montana 71,596 25,703 30,534 10,528

Nebraska 106,883 38,371 45,582 15,717

Nevada 200,541 71,994 85,525 29,489

New 
Hampshire

84,029 30,166 35,836 12,356

New Jersey 598,572 214,887 255,273 88,018

New Mexico 159,626 57,306 68,076 23,473

New York 1,501,852 539,165 640,496 220,843

North Carolina 626,788 225,017 267,307 92,167

North Dakota 47,679 17,117 20,334 7,011

Ohio 818,652 293,896 349,131 120,380

Oklahoma 303,233 108,861 129,320 44,590

Pennsylvania 899,930 323,075 383,794 132,332

Rhode Island 73,562 26,409 31,372 10,817

South Carolina 350,296 125,756 149,391 51,510

South Dakota 58,574 21,028 24,980 8,613

Tennessee 539,171 193,562 229,941 79,284

Texas 1,930,403 693,015 823,260 283,860

Utah 189,951 68,192 81,008 27,932

Vermont 45,236 16,240 19,292 6,652

Virginia 494,190 177,414 210,757 72,669

Washington 409,032 146,842 174,440 60,147

West Virginia 172,178 61,812 73,429 25,318

Wisconsin 346,229 124,296 147,656 50,912

Wyoming 41,176 14,782 17,560 6,055

TOTAL 22,092,766 7,931,303 9,421,916 3,234,885

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau and authors’ analysis of Oregon voter list, obtained from Oregon Secretary 
of State Dennis Richardson, “Request for Voter List,” available at http://sos.oregon.gov/elections/Pages/request-for-voter-list.aspx (last accessed 
January 2017). See Rob Griffin and others, “Who Votes With Automatic Voter Registration?” (Washington: Center for American Progress, 2017), 
available at https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/democracy/reports/2017/06/07/433677/votes-automatic-voter-registration/; Liz Kennedy 
and Rob Griffin, “Close Elections, Missing Voices, and Automatic Voter Registration Projected Impact in 50 States” (Washington: Center for American 
Progress, 2017), available at https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/democracy/reports/2017/11/30/443333/close-elections-missing-voices-
automatic-voter-registration-projected-impact-50-states/; Steven Ruggles and others, “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, U.S. Census Data for 
Social, Economic, and Health Research, 2015 American Community Survey: 1-year estimates,” available at https://usa.ipums.org/ usa/ (last accessed 
November 2017); Steven Ruggles and others, “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, 2015 Current Population Survey for Social, Economic, and 
Health Research: 1-year estimates,” available at https://cps.ipums.org/cps/ (last accessed November 2017).
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In adopting AVR, states should abide by Oregon’s postal notification opt-out system, 
whereby eligible voters receive a notice of their right, via mail, to decline automatic 
registration. This model is structured to include as many eligible Americans as pos-
sible and is the best option for voters in states that are equipped with databases that are 
secure and efficient. Additionally, states should ensure that designated AVR agencies 
extend beyond state DMVs to include social services agencies, universities, and depart-
ments of correction, where they are technologically prepared to collect and share 
information to confirm voter eligibility. Doing so will help guarantee that AVR has the 
greatest impact on the largest number of eligible voters.

Same-day voter registration 
Same-day registration, which this report defines as including Election Day registra-
tion, improves the voter registration process by allowing registration to take place at 
the same time that voters are casting their ballots, removing barriers such as arbitrarily 
early registration deadlines.80 Relatedly, SDR eliminates confusion around where to 
register to vote, as voters may register at the polling place or other designated locations 
that permit voting. Moreover, individuals who have moved can simply bring a bill or 
other documentation showing residency to the designated voting location in order to 
update their voter registration. In the 2016 election, nationwide, more than 1.2 million 
voter registrations took place on voting days.81

Same-day voter registration has proven effective in increasing voter participation.82 
States implementing SDR have seen increases in voter participation of between 3 and 
7 percent, with an average of 5 percent.83 Furthermore, in states with SDR during the 
2012 election, voter participation was, on average, more than 10 percent higher than in 
other states.84 The three states with the highest voter participation in the 2014 mid-
terms—Maine, Wisconsin, and Colorado—all allow SDR, while 6 of the 7 states with 
the highest voter participation in the 2012 elections allowed SDR.85 Minnesota, which 
has led the country in voter participation for the last two presidential elections, has 
same-day registration, with more than 17 percent of voters having registered to vote 
through the SDR process during the 2012 elections.86 A 2002 study by the Caltech/
MIT Project found that, during the 2000 election, voter participation in states with 
SDR was 8 percent higher than in states without the policy.87

Notably, same-day registration is effective at increasing voter registration for histori-
cally underrepresented groups. In the lead-up to the 2012 elections, nearly 250,000 
North Carolinians—41 percent of whom were African American—registered to vote 
through the state’s then-SDR system.88 Young people also benefit from same-day 
registration. In 2008, young people from states with SDR policies were, on aver-
age, 9 percent more likely to vote than those living in states that lacked the policy.89 

http://www.demos.org/publication/millions-polls-same-day-registration
http://www.projectvote.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/SameDayFactSheet-PV-Feb2015.pdf
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FIGURE 4 

Same-day voter registration (SDR) impact projections

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the United States Elections Project, "Voter Turnout," 
available at http://www.electproject.org/home/voter-turnout/voter-turnout-data (last accessed June 2018).
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According to estimates, if implemented nationally, SDR could boost participation for 
young people—ages 18 to 25—by 12 percent as well as by 7.5 percent and 11 percent 
for African Americans and Latinos, respectively.90

In addition to increasing participation, the majority of election officials in jurisdictions 
with SDR have found implementation costs to be minimal, and roughly half of respon-
dents said that it reduced the burden of voter registration surges that occur before 
traditional registration deadlines.91

All else being equal, if projections are based on the 5-percent average increase in 
voter turnout that was experienced by states with SDR, had all states that do not 
have SDR passed and implemented the policy, there likely could have been more 
than 4.8 million additional voters in the 2016 elections.

Same-day voter registration is a common-sense policy proven to increase voter par-
ticipation and close participation gaps. According to the National Conference of State 
Legislatures, 16 states and the District of Columbia currently offer SDR, including 
election day registration.92 Two additional states—Maryland and North Carolina—
permit SDR, but only during early voting periods. States enacting it must be sure that 
the policy includes Election Day registration, as opposed to only allowing SDR during 
early voting periods. To ensure that the policy is carried out effectively, voting loca-
tions must be adequately staffed to handle large numbers of same-day registrations, as 
the policy has proven popular in the states that use it.

Preregistration of 16- and 17-year-olds
One way to improve voter participation for young people is to welcome them into the 
democratic process early, preregistering them to vote at a time when they are more 
likely to begin interacting with government agencies where voter registration services 
are offered. One benefit of this is that, once a person registers to vote, that individual 
becomes part of a state’s voter file and is more likely to be contacted by campaign and 
grassroots efforts, which increase voter participation.93 

Preregistration policies allow eligible Americans to preregister to vote before their 18th 
birthday. Upon turning 18, their voter registration is automatically activated so that 
they can exercise their right to vote. Some states permit 16-years-olds to preregister to 
vote, while others allow preregistration beginning on an individual’s 17th birthday.94 In 
Florida, those who preregistered to vote were roughly 4.7 percent more likely to par-
ticipate in the 2008 elections, compared with those who registered upon turning 18.95 
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Additionally, preregistration policies can help to narrow participation gaps across cer-
tain demographic groups. During the 2008 elections, African Americans who preregis-
tered to vote in Florida were 5.2 percent more likely to vote than those who registered 
only after turning 18.96

According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, today, 17 states and the 
District of Columbia permit eligible 16- and/or 17-year-olds to preregister to vote.97 
California’s preregistration program is already a rousing success. Since launching 
its program in the fall of 2016, the state has already preregistered 100,000 16- and 
17-year-olds.98

In adopting preregistration policies, states should offer preregistration services 
through not just the DMV, but other sites and services that are frequented and used by 
young people, such as schools, hair salons, movie theaters, community days of action, 
volunteer programs geared toward young people, and naturalization ceremonies.99 
Preregistration programs that target 16-year-olds tend to be more effective than those 
that target 17-year-olds since the former age group is beginning to interact with gov-
ernment agencies for the first time—particularly the DMV. States without preregistra-
tion keep young people from using a common method of voter registration until they 
reach their early- to mid-20s, given that state driver’s licenses can take several years to 
expire before renewal is required.

Online voter registration
Online voter registration makes the voter registration process more convenient and 
drives voter participation, particularly for young people. It eliminates the hassle 
of locating where to register, securing time off work, and finding transportation to 
DMVs or other voter registration locations in order to register in person. Online 
voter registration is particularly useful for eligible voters who are highly transient as 
well as those with inflexible schedules.

Online voter registration is popular in jurisdictions that have it. An analysis of 
Georgia’s online voter registration program found that, from April 2014 through 
October 2016, more than 350,000 of the state’s voter registrations were carried out 
online.100 People ages 18 to 34 made up 70 percent of online registrations, while 42.2 
percent of online registrants were registering for the first time.101 Nationally, online 
voter registration accounted for 17.4 percent of all voter registration in 2016.102

Research shows that those who register online are more likely to participate in elec-
tions. The study of Georgia’s online voter registration system, for example, found that 
approximately 71 percent of those who registered online turned out to vote, compared 
with 48 percent and 52 percent of those registering by mail and through a state agency, 

http://www.latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-updates-california-teenagers-preregister-voting-1523032069-htmlstory.html
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respectively.103 Similarly, a study of California’s online voter registration system found 
that people registering online were almost 8 percentage points more likely to participate 
in the 2012 elections than those registering through other more traditional means.104 In 
addition, 78 percent of California’s online registrants ages 25 to 34 turned out to vote 
in the 2012 general election, compared with 56 percent of individuals in the same age 
group who registered through other methods.105 Likewise, in Arizona, online registrants 
turn out in greater numbers than those who register in more traditional ways; in 2008, 
those who registered online were 9 percent more likely to participate in that year’s elec-
tions, compared with those who registered in other ways.106 

All else being equal, if states without online voter registration were to have imple-
mented a policy such as Georgia’s in 2016, a total of more than 536,000 additional 
voters could have been expected to participate in that year’s elections.

It is likely that the popularity of online voter registration with young people in par-
ticular is due, at least in part, to that group’s familiarity with the internet. And, as new 
generations become more accustomed to using web-based services, reliance on online 
voter registration may increase in the future.

FIGURE 5 

Online registration impact projections

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau and analysis of Georgia’s voter registration system by M.V. Hood III, 
Greg Hawrelak, and Colin Phillips. See Hood, Hawrelak, and Phillips, “An Assessment of Online Voter Registration in Georgia.” Paper presented 
at the Election Science, Reform, and Administration Conference (University of Georgia, 2017), available at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/644rrctcjfmn9kz/GA%20Online%20Reg.%20Paper.pdf?dl=0.
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In addition to improving participation in elections—particularly for young peo-
ple—online voter registration has been shown to save jurisdictions money. In 2012, 
California saved nearly $2 million as a result of online voter registration, and between 
2008 and 2012, Maricopa County, Arizona, saved almost $1.4 million due to online 
voter registration.107 Cost savings can derive from reductions in local government costs 
from producing paper voter registration forms, in the number of poll workers needed 
to process registrations, and in individual registration costs.108 

According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, 38 states and the District of 
Columbia currently provide eligible voters with the option to register to vote online.109 
When adopting online voter registration systems, states must retain adequate resources 
and locations, allowing eligible voters to register in person or by mail, if they prefer. As of 
2018, 11 percent of all Americans still do not use the internet. Most non-internet users 
are older, lower-income, and live in rural communities.110 A 2013 study by Pew found 
that nearly one-third of non-internet users believe that the internet is too difficult to use, 
while 19 percent cited the expense of internet services or computer ownership as the 
reason they do not go online.111 Although internet usage is on the rise, it is important to 
remember that many voting-eligible Americans do not have access to or choose not to 
utilize online services. As such, to ensure that they are not shut out of the democratic 
process, they must be provided opportunities to register through other means.

Jurisdictions must adhere to the National Voter Registration Act
In addition to implementing those policies mentioned above, states 

must meet their obligations under the National Voter Registration 

Act (NVRA), which requires DMVs, social service agencies, and other 

government offices to offer voter registration services to eligible 

people during transactions.112 The NVRA, which was passed in 1992 in 

order to improve voter registration nationwide, also requires states to 

accept voter registration forms by mail. In just its first year of imple-

mentation, the NVRA helped facilitate voter registration applications 

and updates for more than 30 million people.113 The popularity of 

registering through methods authorized by the NVRA continues to-

day: Between 2014 and the 2016 election, more than 25 million voter 

registrations were received through DMVs, making up 32.7 percent 

of all voter registration applications during that period.114 As noted 

by Demos, the NVRA has been particularly beneficial for low-income 

Americans. In 1992, when the NVRA was enacted, only 43.5 percent of 

the lowest-income Americans were registered to vote.115 By 2012, 52.7 

percent of this group was registered to vote. One study found that the 

NVRA’s motor-voter provision has helped increase voter participation 

by between 4.7 and 8.7 percent.116

Unfortunately, in some places, compliance with the NVRA is lack-

ing. A 2017 Pew survey found that only 16 percent of unregistered 

respondents were asked to register to vote by an official at a motor 

vehicle department, social services agency, or other government 

office.117 A 2016 study found that 12 states failed to include the 

option to register to vote on driver’s license change-of-address 

applications.118 And a survey of Native American interactions with 

NVRA agencies found that only 29 percent of respondents from 

New Mexico reported being asked about voter registration at DMVs 

or social service agencies.119 Advocates have also raised concerns 

about the lack of voter registration services at state agencies that 

provide services to Americans with disabilities.120

https://www.narf.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/2017NAVRCsurvey-summary.pdf
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Make voting more convenient 

Fourteen percent of registered voters cited being “Too busy or conflicting schedule” as 
their reason for not voting in the 2016 elections, while 2 percent cited “Inconvenient 
hours or polling place.”121 Although most states have rules in place allowing employees 
to take time away from work in order to vote on Election Day, many eligible voters still 
are unable to do so on one Tuesday in November.122 The same is true for Americans 
with family obligations. Many eligible voters with young children must find reliable 
and affordable child care before going to the polls. However, this can be especially dif-
ficult if designated polling places are located far away or if polling place lines are long, 
requiring additional time away from work or home—time that many Americans can-
not afford. In 2012, voting lines were estimated to have cost Americans $544 million in 
lost productivity and wages.123 These burdens often fall disproportionately on commu-
nities of color and low-income Americans. Black voters are, on average, forced to wait 
in line nearly twice as long as white voters.124 And long wait times can play a role in 
dissuading would-be voters from participating in future elections.125

Eligible voters should be provided ample opportunity to exercise their civic duty and 
have their voice heard in our democracy. Affirmative voting policies—including in-
person early voting, no-excuse absentee voting, and vote-at-home with vote centers—
aim to make the voting process more convenient for voters, particularly for those with 
scheduling and transportation challenges. Some convenience-based voting policies, 
like vote-at-home, have shown to be more effective in driving participation than oth-
ers.126 And while the effects of early voting and no-excuse absentee voting on participa-
tion are less clear, these policies have an important role to play in improving the voting 
experience by helping to ensure that voters who want to participate in elections have 
the opportunities to do so. 

States should implement the following pro-voter policies in order to expand voting 
opportunities for eligible Americans and drive participation:

1. In-person early voting
2. No-excuse absentee voting
3. Vote-at-home with vote centers
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In-person early voting 
Early voting aims to make voting more convenient for eligible voters by providing 
them with greater flexibility and opportunities to cast ballots. If implemented cor-
rectly and with sufficient resources, early voting has the potential to facilitate shorter 
lines on Election Day—particularly among communities of color—and to improve 
the voter experience.127 At least 42 million people voted early in the 2016 elections.128 
Early voting that takes places on Sundays and “Souls to the Polls” events is particularly 
popular among communities of color.129 In 2016, at least 52,000 voters took advantage 
of Georgia’s Sunday voting hours.130

Although some research suggests that, by simply making the task more convenient, early 
voting mostly benefits people who would already vote, one study found that early voting 
can increase participation by about 2 to 4 percent.131 When combined with SDR and 
Election Day registration, early voting can increase voter participation by 4.2 to 11 per-
cent.132 In a 2018 survey of more than 900 voters in New York, 79 percent of respondents 
said that they would be more likely to vote if the state offered early voting.133

FIGURE 6 

Early voting impact projections

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the United States Elections Project and analysis by Paul Gronke and others. 
See Gronke and others, “Convenience Voting,” Annual Review of Political Science 11 (19) (2008): 437–455, available at 
http://earlyvoting.net/�les/2012/05/Gronke2008-Convenience_Voting.pdf.
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It is also worth noting that cuts to early voting can have a detrimental impact on voter 
participation. A 2016 study by The Atlantic found that, in North Carolina counties with 
polling place closures and reductions in voting hours, during the first week of early vot-
ing, black voter participation reached only 60 percent of the cumulative participation at 
the same point in 2012. And while participation increased some in the weeks leading up 
to the election, black participation never reached more than 90 percent of the cumula-
tive participation in 2012.134 At the same time, in 2012, after the Florida Legislature cut 
the state’s early voting period from 14 days to 8 days and eliminated voting on the last 
Sunday before Election Day, early voting participation for African Americans dropped by 
4.1 percent relative to 2008, while participation for Latinos dropped by 4.6 percent.135

All else being equal, if states that currently do not have early voting had it in place dur-
ing the 2016 elections, one could have expected at least 789,500 more voters that year 
based on conservative 2 percent estimates.

According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, early voting is permitted 
in 33 states and the District of Columbia, though early voting opportunities vary in 
terms of timing and location.136 And, although more research is needed on its over-
all effectiveness at increasing participation, early voting could prove powerful when 
combined with active mobilization efforts. Even if the policy’s impact on participation 
is relatively small, during a time when margins of victory are so close that elections are 
decided by lot, every vote counts.137

In implementing this policy, states should ensure that there is an adequate number 
of early voting locations conveniently located near public transportation. Early 
voting should be available on Saturdays and Sundays and should begin at least 14 
days prior to Election Day, as research suggests that early voting is most commonly 
utilized by infrequent voters and nearer to an election.138 Furthermore, states that 
already have early voting should not reduce or eliminate the policy since reductions 
of early voting have been shown to decrease participation in communities of color. 
When adopting early voting, states should avoid reducing the number of Election 
Day polling places, as doing so may result in long lines and may nullify some of 
early voting’s benefits.139 Relatedly, states must ensure sufficient polling place hours 
in order to allow people opportunities to vote.140 Today, most states require voting 
locations to be open for at least 12 hours. However, hours of operation vary signifi-
cantly depending on the jurisdiction. Limited polling place hours can be problem-
atic for voters whose workdays begin especially early and end late in the evening and 
for those who are unable to take time away from work.

http://www.scholarsstrategynetwork.org/brief/when-florida-rolled-back-early-voting-minorities-were-especially-affected
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No-excuse absentee voting and vote-at-home with vote centers
“No-excuse absentee” and “vote-at-home” are two affirmative voting policies that can 
make the process of voting more convenient. As noted in previous sections of this 
report, the act of voting can be a burdensome process for many eligible Americans 
who otherwise want to participate. It may involve taking time away from work, child 
care costs, and mobility and transportation challenges as well as long lines and com-
plications at polling places. No-excuse absentee voting and vote-at-home policies help 
voters avoid these altogether, allowing eligible voters to cast ballots at their conve-
nience, often in the comfort of their own homes.

Absentee voting is the process whereby eligible voters are permitted to return, by mail 
or in person, voted paper ballots prior to an election. Voters are typically required to 
fill out an application online or by mail in order to receive an absentee paper ballot 
from designated election authorities. No-excuse absentee voting is particularly useful 
for students, those with conflicting work schedules, and those who travel frequently 
and are otherwise unable to vote in person on Election Day. Whereas some states 
allow voters to vote absentee only if they are permanently disabled, serve overseas, 
or live in certain rural areas, 27 states and the District of Columbia allow no-excuse 
absentee voting, which allows eligible voters to vote absentee for any reason.141 
According to one study, states with no-excuse absentee voting experience increases in 
voter participation of about 3 percent over time.142

In adopting or updating absentee voting policies, states should allow any eligible voter 
to vote absentee for any reason whatsoever, no excuse needed. This would ensure that 
all eligible Americans could cast their votes no matter what, even if they were simply 
out of town or unable to make it to the polls on Election Day but did not fit under one 
of the limited set of exemptions.

Vote-at-home, which is sometimes called “vote-by-mail,” is another convenience-based 
voting policy that improves the voting experience and can increase voter participation. 
Two states—Washington and Oregon—conduct all elections through vote-at-home, 
while Colorado has an exemplary model that combines vote-at-home with community 
vote centers where people can still cast their ballots in person.143 Vote-at-home differs 
from no-excuse absentee voting in that registered voters need not file a request to 
receive their ballots; ahead of election day, paper ballots are distributed by mail to all 
registered voters. Voters can take their time examining and researching the candidates 
and issues, and they can vote in the comfort of their own home before placing their 
voted ballot in the mail or dropping it off at a vote center or collection box.
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During the 2016 elections, voter participation in states allowing vote-at-home was 10 
percentage points higher, on average, than it was in other states. However, research 
has been mixed regarding vote-at-home’s effectiveness at increasing voter participa-
tion. A 2017 analysis of vote-at-home’s impact on some California counties found that 
participation in general elections was lower in jurisdictions using vote-at-home.153 The 
authors of that study, Thad Kousser and Megan Mullin, posited that, during general 
elections, when there is constant flow of information and reminders about voting, 
changes in election processes are unlikely to influence voter participation.154 The 
authors also noted complaints by some voters living in jurisdictions with vote-at-home 
who were unfamiliar with how it worked. Voters cannot engage in the voting process 
if they do not understand how it operates or are skeptical of its utility; this could offer, 

How does Colorado’s vote-at-home with vote centers model work?
Colorado is revolutionizing election administration by putting voters 

first and giving them more opportunities to become registered and 

vote. Colorado is a vote-at-home state but operates under a model that 

provides voters many options to cast their ballots. Once voters receive 

their ballot, which is sent to them automatically by the state, they can:

• Vote by returning the ballot by mail
• Vote by dropping the ballot in one of the conveniently located 24-

hour drop boxes located across their county 
• Vote by dropping off the ballot or voting in person at a county vote 

center, where eligible voters can register at the same time as voting
• In the city of Denver, vote by dropping a ballot off or vote in 

person at the city’s mobile vote center, which travels to different 

communities within the city.144

Colorado’s model increased voter participation in the state by about 

2 to 5 percent, according to one study.145 Notably, after the state 

implemented vote-at-home, participation increased by 9 percent for 

Coloradans ages 18 to 34.146 Meanwhile, after Denver implemented its 

vote-at-home program in 2001, it experienced a significant increase 

in voter participation among Latinos.147 While the city as a whole saw 

participation increase by 17.2 percent compared with the 1999 local 

elections, the 19 precincts with the highest Latino populations expe-

rienced an increase of 55.5 percent, and the precinct with the highest 

Latino population saw participation rise by 82 percent.148 One of the 

reasons that Colorado’s model is so successful is that it works in tandem 

with the state’s same-day registration policy.149 By combining these two 

policies, Colorado has removed significant barriers to registration and 

provided more options for voting, thus driving participation.

Colorado’s vote-at-home system is unique because of its expansive 

incorporation of vote centers, which are required statewide and open 

on Election Day. Colorado vote centers are open Monday through 

Saturday, for 15 days during general elections and 8 days in primary 

and off-year elections. Vote centers are conveniently located within 

and across counties; their precise location is determined through a 

public selection process whereby the public can provide feedback 

on proposed locations, including concerns over accessibility and 

convenience. In Denver, the city’s Ballot TRACE program allows voters 

returning voted ballots by mail to track their delivery to and receipt 

by election officials. Voters who sign up for this free service receive 

regular updates—via email, text message, or an online portal—about 

the status of their ballot as well as when it is delivered to the elections 

division.150 In designing the city’s elections, Denver Elections Director 

Amber McReynolds focuses on the voter experience: “We have a vot-

er-centered approach to election administration—one that respects 

voters and focuses on improving their voter experience.”151 The state’s 

prioritization of voters’ needs and convenience has paid off: In 2016, 

voter participation in Colorado was more than 12 percentage points 

higher than nationwide turnout.152
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at least in part, an explanation for lower turnout.155 A comprehensive literature review 
carried out by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) in 2016 examined 
vote-at-home’s impact on voter participation and found that most research showed a 
positive correlation between voter participation and vote-at-home policies.156 Similar 
findings have been reported elsewhere. A 2018 report examining voting behavior 
in Utah during the 2016 elections found that voter participation increased by 5 to 7 
percentage points in the 21 counties using vote-at-home rather than traditional polling 
places.157 During the April 2018 elections, Anchorage, Alaska, experienced the highest 
voter participation in the city’s history after rolling out a new vote-at-home system, 
which included some vote centers and ballot drop boxes.158 And in Washington, which 
carries out all elections by mail, researchers found that vote-at-home increases voter 
participation by between 2 and 4 percent.159

One area where researchers tend to agree is that vote-at-home increases voter participa-
tion in elections with historically low participation. In local special elections, for example, 
vote-at-home has been shown to increase participation by about 7.6 percent.160 In the 
2014 midterm elections, voter participation in vote-at-home states was, on average, 23 
percent higher than in other states.161 In 2018, a county clerk estimated that vote-at-home 
increased voter participation in Kansas by 20 percent in a local election for sales tax.162 
Furthermore, whereas most states see significant discrepancies between presidential and 
midterm elections, in 2014, voter participation in Colorado and Oregon was equal to 
the national average for the 2016 election.163 In Colorado, after implementing vote-at-
home, the voter turnout gap between the 2014 midterms and the 2016 general election 
decreased by approximately 1.5 percent, compared with the gap between the 2010 and 
2012 elections.164 In Oregon, vote-at-home has been shown to reduce the participation 
gaps between general and special elections by 11 percent.165

In implementing vote-at-home, states should abide by the Colorado model, which incor-
porates vote centers, as research suggests that voters prefer dropping their completed bal-
lots off in person at a designated location rather than sending them through the mail.166 
And since mail delivery can occasionally be unreliable—particularly for highly transient 
communities—eligible voters must have an alternative means of casting ballots.167 For 
example, surveys indicate that Native American voters prefer to vote in person, as they 
often experience problems with mail-in voting, including ballots never arriving, dif-
ficulty describing their voting addresses, and difficulty understanding how to fill out 
the ballot.168 Vote centers themselves have proven beneficial to improving participation, 
particularly for infrequent voters, and they reduce election administration costs, allowing 
election officials to focus resources where they are needed most.169
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Vote-at-home may be a particularly good option for states with permanent no-excuse 
absentee voting lists, where individuals sign up to automatically receive an absentee 
ballot each election and where a large percentage of voters cast absentee ballots by mail 
already—as is the case in Hawaii, Arizona, and Montana.170 This year, some counties in 
California will begin transitioning to vote-at-home with drop boxes and vote centers.171 
All states should offer voters the chance to sign up for permanent absentee voting lists 
and to automatically receive their ballots by mail. Doing so would provide voters with 
more convenient options and would help to increase voter participation. Finally, vote-at-
home may be useful for jurisdictions lacking election resources and sufficient numbers of 
poll workers or for jurisdictions in which voters are located long distances from polling 
places. Vote-at-home is estimated to save $2 to $5 in election costs per registered voter.

Provide sufficient resources in elections and ensure voting is accessible
Even with the passage of affirmative policies, implementation matters. It is par-
ticularly important to make sure that enough resources are available to administer 
elections effectively. Poll closures, lack of voting machines, and insufficiently trained 
poll workers can contribute to long lines during voting periods and prevent eligible 
Americans from voting.

For example, a 2014 study by the Brennan Center for Justice found that the 10 precincts 
with the longest lines in Florida had fewer poll workers than the statewide average.172 
Polling place closures also cause problems for voters, as fewer polling places often result 
in longer lines and wait times during voting periods. For example, after Maricopa County, 
Arizona, reduced its number of polling places by 70 percent during the 2016 primary, 
voters were forced to wait in line for up to five hours.173 A study from the Joint Center 
for Political and Economic Studies reported that long lines were estimated to have 
deterred at least 730,000 Americans from voting in the 2012 elections.174 That year, more 
than 5 million Americans experienced polling place wait times of at least one hour.175 
Furthermore, according to a nationwide study, in 2016, roughly 3 percent of people 
standing in line at voting locations left before they could vote as a result of long lines.176 

Polling place closures disproportionately affect communities of color. In 2016, North 
Carolina had 158 fewer early polling places in 40 counties with large black communi-
ties.177 And in Daphne, Alabama, city council members eliminated 3 of the 5 polling 
places located in a heavily African American district, leaving the number of polling 
places in majority-white districts largely untouched.178 Polling places were also closed 
or consolidated in several jurisdictions in Georgia. Seven of the locations that expe-
rienced closures were heavily African American, with longtime voters reporting that 
they would not participate in the 2016 elections due to mobility challenges and dif-
ficulty traveling longer distances to new polling places.179
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Lack of convenient polling places and registrar offices also has been a problem 
for Native American would-be voters. Thirty-two percent of unregistered Native 
Americans in South Dakota and 26 percent in Nevada cited long distances from voter 
registrar’s offices as one of the reasons that they decided not to register. Additionally, 
29 percent and 27 percent of respondents in South Dakota and Nevada, respectively, 
reported difficulty traveling to designated polling places to vote.180

Voters should not be forced to wait in line for hours to exercise their civic duty and 
for their voice to be heard in our democracy. Nor should certain groups have less 
access and fewer opportunities to register to vote and cast ballots. Recognizing 
funding constraints on election administration, officials must provide enough poll-
ing places and poll workers to serve all communities equally. Leading researchers at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) developed a resource allocation 
calculator to help election administrators across the country determine how many 
polling places, workers, or voting machines a jurisdiction needs based on a variety of 
factors, including the number of registered or eligible voters within a particular area.181 
Additionally, in order to prevent problems in future elections, officials should conduct 
assessments of Election Day readiness after each election to evaluate issues such as 
wait times, difficulties during voter check-in, and bottlenecks in the voting process.

Another way to reduce long lines is to adopt voter registration modernization reforms 
such as automatic voter registration, which ensures that voter lists are kept up-to-date, as 
inaccuracies or errors in voter registration databases can cause significant delays at poll-
ing places. Automating the registration process with information the state already has on 
hand eliminates clerical errors and helps prevent unnecessary confusion during voting 
periods. Ensuring that jurisdictions have an adequate number of accessible polling loca-
tions and hours—as well as poll workers and voting equipment—to accommodate the 
communities they serve will help to ensure that the right to vote is fully realized.

This extends to voters who are differently abled and who speak different languages. In 
2016, Americans with disabilities accounted for nearly 16 percent of the total eligible 
voter population, or 35.4 million eligible voters.182 However, that year, voter participa-
tion for people with disabilities was more than 6 points lower than for people without 
disabilities.183 One estimate suggests that there could have been 2.2 million more 
voters if people with disabilities had voted at the same rate as people without disabili-
ties who had the same demographic characteristics.184 Unfortunately, in many polling 
places, impediments exist that make voting difficult for people with disabilities. A 
2017 study by the GAO found that, of the 178 polling places observed for accessibility 
in 2016 during early voting periods and on Election Day, 60 percent had at least one 
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potential impediment, such as steep ramps, inadequate signage indicating accessible 
pathways, and insufficient parking.185 Jurisdictions must invest resources to ensure that 
eligible Americans with disabilities have equal opportunity and access to cast ballots in 
elections and that their privacy is maintained at the voting booth.

To ensure eligible Americans with limited English proficiency can participate in elec-
tions, Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act requires certain jurisdictions to publish 
election materials—including voter registration information, election notices, and 
ballots—in other languages additional to English.186 Federal law also requires covered 
jurisdictions to offer oral assistance in minority languages.187 Part of the act, under 
Section 208, allows limited English speakers to exercise their right to receive language 
assistance from a person of their choosing, with certain exceptions, such as that per-
son’s employer.188 An estimated 22 million limited English-proficient Americans who 
are eligible to vote are subject to these protections.189 Unfortunately, some poll work-
ers are not aware of these federal requirements, while some states place unnecessary 
restrictions on how many voters a language-proficient person can assist, which may 
prevent limited English speakers from receiving the assistance they need.190 Between 
3 and 4 percent of Native Americans in Arizona, Nevada, South Dakota, and New 
Mexico—four states with large Native American communities—cited language as a 
problem that they encountered when voting.191

All eligible Americans must have equal opportunity to vote, including access to ballots 
and election materials that facilitate their ability to do so. With help from local advo-
cacy groups, covered jurisdictions should work closely with federal entities in order 
to ensure that they abide by federal law in providing language assistance to those who 
need it. And even if they are not covered by Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, 
any jurisdiction with a large population of limited English-proficient speakers should 
ensure that polling places are staffed with bilingual poll workers. 

Restore rights for formerly incarcerated people 
When discussing policies for increasing voter participation, it is necessary to acknowl-
edge the more than 6 million American citizens barred from exercising their funda-
mental right to vote because of ex-offender disenfranchisement laws.192 According 
to the Brennan Center for Justice, 48 states and the District of Columbia have laws 
that prohibit those who are incarcerated from voting. Fifteen states and the district 
automatically restore voting rights to formerly incarcerated people upon release from 
prison, while another 23 states restore voting rights upon completion of probation 
and/or parole.193 And, although seven states prohibit only people convicted of certain 
felonies, often the most violent crimes, from ever voting again, three states—Florida, 

https://www.justice.gov/crt/about-language-minority-voting-rights
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Kentucky, and Iowa—prohibit anyone convicted of any felony from ever voting, even 
after completion of probation and parole.194 Some jurisdictions fail to provide pretrial 
detainees with absentee ballots or transportation to voting locations on Election Day, 
thereby disenfranchising individuals who have not been convicted of a crime and are 
eligible to vote.195 Felon disenfranchisement laws disproportionately affect people of 
color; in 2010, 1 in 13 black Americans were unable to vote due to a felony conviction, 
compared with 1 in 56 nonblack Americans.196 

An estimated 93 percent—or about 14 million—of formerly incarcerated people are 
eligible to vote based on current rights restoration laws.197 Despite this, participa-
tion is low. In 2008, when voter participation in the United States reached almost 62 
percent, one study found that participation for eligible formerly incarcerated people 
in five states—Florida, Georgia, Michigan, Missouri, and North Carolina—averaged 
around 22.2 percent.198 Voting-eligible formerly incarcerated people also register at 
low rates. A 2009 study of 660 formerly incarcerated people who were released from 
parole in Erie County, New York, found that, while 36 percent of participants were 
registered to vote prior to their conviction, only about 13 percent had registered or 
reregistered to vote post-conviction.199

Beyond this, studies have found that a negative relationship exists between voter 
disenfranchisement and black participation, even among those not directly involved 
in the criminal justice system. For example, in communities with high percentages of 
disenfranchised black voters, eligible black voters are less likely to vote.200 This nega-
tive relationship exists even when there are pro-voter reforms such as early voting 
and same-day registration.

Low participation among formerly incarcerated people may be due, at least in part, to 
the lack of information provided to them about their voting rights while incarcerated 
and upon release.201 One survey found that 68 percent of ex-offender respondents 
failed to demonstrate an accurate understanding of how their conviction affected their 
right to vote.202 Another study found that only 10 percent of ex-offender respondents 
self-reported being educated about their voting rights by a judge, prison staff, or parole 
staff.203 However, public education can make a difference. According to a survey, of ex-
offenders who held an accurate understanding of how their convictions affected their 
voting rights, a majority planned to vote in future elections.204

States have approached ex-offender re-enfranchisement in different ways, which have 
included issuing executive orders, pursuing reform legislatively, granting individual 
pardons, and offering ballot initiatives. For example, in April 2018, New York Gov. 
Cuomo issued an executive order restoring voting rights to an estimated 36,000 
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formerly incarcerated people on parole.205 And in May, Louisiana Gov. John Bel 
Edwards (D) signed a bill restoring rights to formally incarcerated formerly incarcer-
ated people five years after their release, even if they remain on probation or parole.206 
Wyoming and Alabama also went the legislative route. In 2017, Wyoming enacted a 
law to automatically restore voting rights to certain first-time ex-offenders convicted 
of nonviolent felonies upon completion of their sentence.207 Also that year, lawmakers 
in Alabama limited the kinds of criminal offenses for which someone can be disen-
franchised, restoring voting rights to thousands of formerly incarcerated people.208 
And after the Virginia Supreme Court struck down his order to restore voting rights 
to more than 200,000 ex-offenders in the state, former Virginia Gov. McAuliffe (D) 
relied on individual pardons to restore the rights of more than 173,000 formerly 
incarcerated people who completed their sentences.209 More than 25,000 of those 
whose rights were restored participated in the 2016 elections in Virginia.210 From this, 
it is clear that there are a number of options through which states can work to restore 
the fundamental right to vote to those who have served their time. 

Based on Virginia’s experience, all else being equal, if all ineligible formerly incarcerated 
people had their rights restored, there could have been approximately 914,728 more 
voters during the 2016 elections; and this figure would increase to 1.3 million if projec-
tions were based on the 22.2 percent average turnout observed in formerly incarcerated 
people during the 2008 elections. Here, it is worth repeating that demographics and vot-
ing cultures differ across states and even by jurisdiction, particularly in terms of outreach 
to and engagement of formerly incarcerated people whose voting rights are restored. 
Moreover, it is important to consider the 22.2 percent average turnout rate in the context 
of the historic 2008 elections, during which voter participation surged nationwide.211 
Although these projections are not exact, they do provide a snapshot of how many more 
Americans could participate in the electoral process if their rights were restored. 

This year, Florida voters will have the opportunity to vote “yes” on a 2018 ballot mea-
sure that would restore voting rights to millions of disenfranchised formerly incarcer-
ated people who have completed their sentences and earned back their fundamental 
right to vote.212 Earlier this year in New Jersey, legislation was introduced to allow 
citizens to vote while incarcerated. Meanwhile, a bill in Illinois that is awaiting the 
governor’s signature would ensure that pretrial detainees who are effectively denied 
the right to vote in some places are provided voter registration forms and other vot-
ing materials.213 Legislation was also introduced in Colorado to preregister formerly 
incarcerated people on parole to vote, so that their rights would be automatically 
restored upon completion of their sentence. The bipartisan bill was estimated to 
affect 10,000 parolees in the state.214
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Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from The Sentencing Project  and personal communication from Kelly Thomasson. See Christopher 
Uggen, Ryan Larson, and Sarah Shannon, “6 Million Lost Voters: State-Level Estimates of Felony Disenfranchisement, 2016” (Washington: The Sentencing 
Project, 2016), available at https://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/6-million-lost-voters-state-level-estimates-felony-disenfranchisement-2016/;  
personal communication from Kelly Thomasson, secretary of the Commonwealth of Virginia, April 23, 2018.
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Americans who complete their sentences should have their right to vote and voter 
registration automatically restored upon release from prison, as is done in Rhode 
Island.215 States with automatic voter registration should designate state-run depart-
ments of correction as qualified AVR agencies. Of course, any re-enfranchisement 
policy must be combined with a robust education and outreach program carried out 
by the state and detention facilities. The program must provide formerly incarcerated 
people with information verbally, electronically, and through hard copy. They must 
be informed of how their conviction affects their voting rights. If voting rights are not 
automatically restored upon release, public officials should provide continuing guid-
ance on how they may be restored upon release or completion of probation or parole. 
In particular, corrections, probation, and parole officers should provide voter registra-
tion services when a justice-involved individual becomes eligible to vote. A 2015 study 
found that formerly incarcerated people who received outreach messages from the 
Connecticut secretary of state’s office reminding them of their eligibility to register to 
vote and participate in elections were more likely to register and vote than those who 
did not receive messages.216

Jurisdictions must stop suppressing voters
This report focuses on pro-voter policies to expand the electorate 

and improve the voter experience. Part of this involves protect-

ing the right of all eligible Americans to have their voices heard, 

which means dismantling voter suppression. It is an attack on the 

integrity of our democracy when the voices of eligible Americans 

are silenced as individuals are turned away at the polls or removed 

from state voter registration rolls because of restrictive laws and 

burdensome practices. 

Each election cycle, countless eligible Americans are prevented 

from voting because of voter suppression measures, including strict 

voter ID laws, voter purges, and documentary proof of citizenship 

requirements for voter registration.217 These voter suppression 

measures, which have arisen across the country, are often justified 

by false claims of voter fraud but are actually aimed at making the 

voting process more difficult for certain groups, particularly for 

communities of color.218 

Before they even get to the polls, eligible voters are being removed 

from voter registration lists, which can result in them being turned 

away on Election Day. A 2017 report by the bipartisan U.S. Election 

Assistance Commission found that there was a 12.8 percent in-

crease—equal to 1.9 million people—in the number of voters purged 

from state voter rolls between 2014 and 2016, compared with be-

tween 2012 and 2014.219 People of color are more likely to be targeted 

by state voter purges than whites. For example, in the lead-up to the 

2016 election, Ohio removed thousands of people—846,000, accord-

ing to some estimates—from its state voter rolls for failing to vote in 

previous elections.220 Between 2012 and 2016, more than 10 percent 

of voter registrants were purged in “heavily African-American” neigh-

borhoods near downtown Cincinnati, compared with only 4 percent 

of those living in the surrounding suburb of Indian Hill.221 On June 

11, in a 5-4 decision, the U.S. Supreme Court validated Ohio’s voter 

purging process, giving Ohio and other states its stamp of approval to 

manipulate voter rolls and keep eligible Americans, especially people 

of color, from participating in elections.222 Kansas Secretary of State 

Kris Kobach’s infamous Interstate Crosscheck System, widely criticized 

for being discriminatory and unreliable, is another purging tool that 

uses minimal search criteria to identify potentially ineligible voters, 

resulting in eligible Americans being misidentified as potential illegal 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-votingrights-ohio-insight-idUSKCN0YO19D
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voters.223 African Americans living in states that rely on Crosscheck 

have a 1 in 9 chance of being flagged as potentially ineligible. And for 

Hispanics and Asian Americans, those chances increase to 1 in 6 and 1 

in 7, respectively.224

Communities of color, young people, and low-income Americans are 

also disproportionately affected by discriminatory voter registration re-

quirements such as documentary proof of citizenship laws. These laws 

require eligible Americans to provide proof of citizenship in the form 

of a passport, birth certificate, or naturalization papers before they are 

added to the voter rolls.225 From 2013 to 2016, Kobach’s documentary 

proof of citizenship prevented more than 35,000 Kansans from register-

ing to vote.226 People under the age of 30 made up 44 percent of those 

whose voter registrations were slated for removal from the state voter 

rolls due to failure to provide documentary proof of citizenship.227 

This is striking, as people in this age group make up only 15 percent 

of all registered voters in Kansas.228 Documentary proof of citizenship 

requirements also have a discriminatory effect on communities of color 

since nearly 9 percent of voting-age African Americans lack access to 

birth certificates or passports, compared with 5.5 percent of whites.229 

Furthermore, Americans earning less than $25,000 per year are nearly 

twice as likely to lack citizenship documentation, such as passports and 

birth certificates, as those who earn more than $25,000.230

Even if eligible Americans are successfully added to and remain on 

state voter rolls, they face other obstacles to casting a ballot. In seven 

states, strict voter ID laws require eligible voters to present certain 

forms of government identification before voting.231 Eleven percent 

of all Americans lack the kind of government-issued photo identifi-

cation required by these laws. People of color are even less likely to 

have IDs than whites.232 Texas’ voter ID law, which was struck down in 

2017 for being intentionally discriminatory, required eligible voters 

to present a driver’s license, passport, military identification, or gun 

permit prior to voting; yet student IDs were not accepted—even from 

state schools.233 A 2018 analysis found that 608,470 registered voters 

lacked the necessary ID to vote in Texas.234 The GAO has found that 

voter ID laws can reduce participation in elections by between 2 and 

3 percent.235 For example, voting-eligible Native Americans in North 

Dakota were more than 7 percent less likely than non-Native Ameri-

cans to have a qualifying voter ID under the state’s voter ID law.236 In 

April 2018, after finding that North Dakota’s law had a disproportion-

ate effect on the state’s Native American population, a federal judge 

ordered the state to accept tribal documents as valid forms of ID and 

do away with requirements for residential street addresses.237 Further-

more, some states do not allow transgender people to change the 

gender marker on their driver’s license unless they meet burdensome 

requirements, such as proof of transition-related surgery, a court 

order, or an amended birth certificate.238 When a transgender person 

is unable to change the gender marker on their ID, poll workers and 

election officials may decide that the ID does not match the voter 

and wrongfully deny them their right to vote.239 In September 2016, 

the Williams Institute estimated that, in eight states with strict photo 

ID laws, 30 percent of transgender people who were eligible to vote 

were likely to be disenfranchised or face substantial barriers to vote 

in the November 2016 election.240 Americans with disabilities are also 

disproportionately affected by voter ID laws.241

To have truly free, fair, accessible, and secure elections, discrimina-

tory strict voter ID laws, documentary proof of citizenship require-

ments, and other unnecessary barriers to voter participation must 

be repealed. When carrying out voter list maintenance, states must 

strictly abide by the remaining provisions of the Voting Rights Act and 

the NVRA, which place limits on how states may remove people from 

state voter rolls.242 Additionally, states should cease using Interstate 

Crosscheck and should instead sign on as members to the Electronic 

Registration Information Center.243 ERIC’s data-matching criteria are 

much more comprehensive than the Interstate Crosscheck System; 

they consider names, addresses, birthdates, and other points of com-

parison using official data from voter registration rolls, motor vehicle 

records, postal addresses, and Social Security death records. ERIC 

keeps state voter rolls up-to-date without compromising the privacy 

and security of citizens’ right to vote.

http://www.cbpp.org/research/survey-indicates-house-bill-could-deny-voting-rights-to-millions-of-us-citizens
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Strengthen civics education in schools

Eligible citizens are much less likely to engage in elections or government if they do not 
understand them. A 2016 survey found that only 26 percent of Americans could name 
all three branches of government, a decline from past years.244 Lack of understanding—
including that of institutional checks and balances and mechanisms for holding govern-
ment accountable—contributes, at least in part, to rising distrust in government and 
elected bodies. Only 20 percent of Americans trust the government to do what is right 
always or most of the time, according to a 2017 survey by The Pew Charitable Trusts.245

Public distrust and alienation lead to a vicious cycle of bad government representa-
tion. According to a 2016 survey, 57 percent of Americans agreed that “politics and 
elections are controlled by people with money and by big corporations so it doesn’t 
matter if they vote.”246 A 2018 survey by Suffolk University found that 68 percent 
of unregistered and registered but disengaged voters agree with the statement, “I 
don’t pay much attention to politics because it is so corrupt.”247 If people do not trust 
democratic institutions or understand political processes, they will not show up to 
the polls—a place where they could contribute to removing bad actors from office 
and electing responsive representatives. A 2018 study by Harvard University found 
that only 36 percent of young respondents disagreed with the statement, “Political 
involvement rarely has any tangible results.”248

It is important for our education systems to inform young people on how to engage 
effectively and be responsible citizens in the political process. Unfortunately, today’s 
students are largely ill-prepared for an active civic life. A 2014 study found that only 23 
percent of 8th graders received a “proficient” or “advanced” score in civics.249 In 2016, 
the national average Advanced Placement U.S. government exam score was lower than 
the average score of all but three of the other 45 AP exams offered by schools.250

Americans recognize the important role civics education plays in our society. A 2018 
survey found that, of those tested, the single most popular initiative to bolster U.S. 
democracy was a proposal to “ensure that schools make civic education a bigger part of 
the curriculum.”251 Recent CAP research shows that most state-required civics education 
curricula do not result in higher voter participation on their own.252 However, research 
shows that people who actively engage in political discussion and debate and who follow 
current events are more likely to vote. These tendencies should be encouraged at a young 
age in order to facilitate generations of lifelong voters. While most states do require some 
type of U.S. government or civics education as a graduation requirement, few states 
require more than a semester of civics education, and few curricula focus on building 
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skills and agency for civic engagement. Weak civics curricula likely contribute to young 
people’s voting apathy. Studies suggest that robust community-integrated civics educa-
tion programs that require young people and their families to play an active role in learn-
ing about the electoral process, developing issue salience, and building skills in debate 
and opinion expression can increase voter participation among young people as well as 
other household members. According to CAP research, the 10 states with the highest 
youth volunteer rates have a civics course requirement for graduation.

In the jurisdictions where it is used, Kids Voting USA, a “nonpartisan, grassroots-
driven voter education program,” has seen some success in increasing participation—
particularly for low-income students and people of color.253 The program includes 
interactive lesson plans; mock elections; homework assignments where parents engage 
with children on political subject matter; and other activities designed to educate and 
get kids excited about the act of voting and politics. A study of Kids Voting’s impact 
in Kansas found that, in Kansas counties that incorporated the program into school 
curricula, voter participation was 2.1 percent higher for both 18-year-olds and their 
parents than it was in counties without the program—even after controlling for other 
factors.254 Other studies have similarly shown that Kids Voting increases voter partici-
pation indirectly through student-parent discussions, attention to political news, and 
other factors.255 Another organization, Generation Citizen, aims to provide young 
people with “the knowledge and skills necessary to participate in our democracy as 
active citizens” and trains more than 30,000 middle and high school students through 
“action-oriented” civics lessons.256 In addition to performing research and analysis 
on policies and issues, students meet with state and local lawmakers, create petitions, 
write op-eds, and deliver presentations to their classmates.257 Educators reported that, 
by the end of the 2016-2017 school year, 80 percent of participating students increased 
their civic knowledge and 62 percent increased their civic motivation.258

Children between the ages of 0 and 18 account for more than 78 million people in 
the United States, almost a quarter of the country’s population.259 Every year, more 
of these individuals will become eligible to vote and have their voice heard in the 
democratic process of self-government. It is important that young people receive a 
civics education in which they learn about the role of state and local governments; 
the three branches of federal government; and state voting and registration require-
ments, so that they have a basic understanding of the electoral process to support 
their engagement once they become eligible to vote.260 However, to be successful in 
increasing voter participation, civics education should be community- and family-
oriented. Educators should engage students in lively discussion about current events 
and should debate contentious issues, encourage students to participate in grass-
roots mobilization efforts, assign homework that requires civic discussions at home, 
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and hold mock elections.261 These comprehensive programs must be intentionally 
designed to reach diverse student bodies and marginalized communities. Currently, 
one study found that students in low-income schools are 30 percent less likely than 
students in schools of average socio-economic status to have debates or panel discus-
sions in classroom settings, and they are half as likely to learn how laws are made.262

Invest in integrated voter engagement and outreach

Groups that incorporate integrated voter engagement combine issue advocacy and 
organizing with voter mobilization and have been effective in harnessing voter power 
and enthusiasm in order to effectuate positive change in representation and policies 
within the communities they serve. IVE groups build issue salience that incentivizes 
people to vote by connecting the act of voting to making an impact on issues that affect 
people’s lives. They prioritize training local leaders in the community to mobilize their 
neighbors and peers, as studies show that people are more likely to listen to those 
whom they know.263 In addition to other community grassroots organizations, IVE 
groups partner with churches, unions, and social service agencies to organize voter 
registration drives and all-day volunteer events to assist voters with any problems that 
might arise on Election Day. IVE groups and their partners succeeded in registering 
nearly 4.5 million eligible voters between the mid-2000s and 2011.264

IVE groups do not just register and engage eligible voters during election seasons; 
their work continues year-round, long before Election Day and well after election 
results are certified. IVE groups work within communities—including with young 
people, low-income Americans, communities of color, limited English-proficient 
speakers, and people focused on specific issue areas such as environmental or racial 
justice—building trust through face-to-face interactions and helping eligible people 
to navigate the voter registration and voting process.265 Rather than discarding voter 
registration lists after Election Day, these groups retain and continually update them 
for the purposes of ongoing outreach, communications, and relationship building.

Make the Road, an IVE group focused on immigrant rights in New York, has regis-
tered more than 30,000 voters since 2011 and spearheaded a number of successful 
campaigns, including passage of an anti-wage theft law to protect immigrant work-
ers.266 Advocacy by another IVE group, the Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and 
Refugee Rights (ICIRR), led to passage of the “We Want to Learn English” initiative, 
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which has helped thousands of immigrants and refugees receive vocational English 
training and obtain other resources administered through nonprofit organizations 
and state agencies.267 Since 2004, the ICIRR has been responsible for registering 
almost 200,000 eligible voters and for mobilizing more than 600,000 to vote.268 In 
another example, Emgage, an IVE group focused on building political power for 
American Muslim communities, conducts civic trainings and candidate forums for 
Muslim voters and holds voter registration drives and voter outreach at mosques.269 
Through mobilization and advocacy, Emgage has helped to elect Muslim lawmakers 
and defeat racist anti-Sharia bills.270 From 2012 to 2016, Muslim American voter par-
ticipation increased by an average of 17.2 percent in states where Emgage engaged.271 
And in 2016, an IVE group based in Los Angeles, Strategic Concepts in Organizing 
and Policy Education (SCOPE), played an integral role in passing two ballot mea-
sures that addressed issues of homelessness and affordable housing in L.A. commu-
nities.272 SCOPE’s efforts were found to increase voter participation by 6.6 percent in 
some targeted communities.273

Some partisan and nonpartisan organizations engage in grassroot efforts in order to 
drive participation. Outreach efforts may include canvassing, sending direct mailings, 
or holding phone banks to contact potential voters, among other things.274 Studies 
show that voters contacted through canvassing and direct outreach efforts are more 
likely to participate in elections.275 One study found that, generally, one additional vote 
is produced for every 14 people contacted by canvassers, while some volunteer phone 
banks have been shown to produce one additional vote for every 20 people contact-
ed.276 Other studies show that voter contact in majority-African American neighbor-
hoods can increase participation between 7 and 14 percentage points.277 Direct voter 
outreach has proven especially effective for young people. During the 2012 election, 
young people who were contacted by a campaign were 1.4 times more likely to vote 
than those who were not contacted.278 And between 2013 and 2017, Virginia saw a 
114 percent increase in early and absentee voting among Latinos, after partisan and 
nonpartisan organizations devoted significant resources toward in-language advertise-
ments, polling, and canvassing in Latino communities.279 

All else being equal, had every registered and unregistered eligible but nonvoting 
American been contacted by canvassers, there could have been approximately 6.2 mil-
lion more voters during the 2016 elections. 

http://scopela.org/our-work/growing-community-power/
http://scopela.org/our-work/growing-community-power/
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FIGURE 8 

Canvassing outreach impact projections

Source: Authors’ estimates are based on data from the United States Elections Project and analysis by Donald P. Green and Alan S. Gerber. 
See Green and Gerber, Get Out the Vote! How to Increase Voter Turnout (Washington: Brookings Institution Press, 2004).
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Conclusion

Our elected bodies are more representative and our laws are fairer when all eligible 
Americans are able to have their voices heard and to participate in elections. For voters 
who are disengaged and disenchanted with the political process, robust civics education 
programs and integrated voter engagement initiatives can drive participation by re-ener-
gizing voters and providing them with reasons and opportunities to cast ballots on the 
issues that matter most to them and their communities. Furthermore, states must have in 
place affirmative voter registration and voting policies in order to ensure that eligible vot-
ers who want to vote are able to and are not blocked by unnecessary and overly burden-
some obstacles such as arbitrary voter registration deadlines and inflexible voting hours. 
By adopting the policies discussed in this report, America can find its 92 million missing 
voters and improve the voting experience for all eligible voters.
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Methodology

The estimates for this report relied on a variety of sources. The authors used data 
from the United States Elections Project for calculations using the voting-eligible 
population (VEP) of each state, state-level turnout rates, and ballots counted in each 
state for the relevant years. In cases where the Election Project did not have turnout 
data for a certain election, the authors relied on self-reported data from the voting 
and registration supplement to the Current Population Survey, which is conducted 
every two years by the U.S. Census Bureau. This supplement also provided turnout by 
demographic and registration rates for each state. The authors relied on the Sentencing 
Project for numbers of disenfranchised formerly incarcerated people in each state. Of 
course, demographics and voting cultures differ across states, and trends in voter regis-
tration rates and participation do not remain stagnant over time. However, while these 
estimates are not exact, they do provide an idea of how many potential voters could be 
engaged through the affirmative voting policies explored in previous sections of this 
report. The authors were unable to add up all of the individual increments to get a total 
effect if a state adopted all of the above policies and recommendations. This is due to 
concerns over double-counting, as some projected additional voters resulting from 
AVR may overlap with projected voters from policies such as preregistration and SDR.

Automatic voter registration: Projections of new voters registered through AVR were 
taken from the Center for American Progress report, “Close Elections, Missing Voices, 
and Automatic Voter Registration Projected Impact in 50 States.” Here, the authors 
estimated each state’s VEP using the 2015 1-Year American Communities Survey 
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. From there, they used the 2016 November 
supplement to the Current Population Survey in order to estimate registration rates 
in all 50 states. Next, they used data from the original analysis of AVR in Oregon and 
the resulting percentage of the unregistered population to pass through the Oregon 
Motor Voter (OMV) system in 2016, focusing on the subset of those unlikely to have 
registered themselves without AVR. The authors applied these values to the estimated 
number of unregistered voters in each state to find how many people per state would be 
registered through AVR and how many of these individuals could have been unlikely 
to register on their own. Oregon’s experience provides a road map to project how voter 
registration and participation could increase if each state adopted AVR. For example, 
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roughly one-third of the 272,702 individuals registered to vote through AVR within 
the first year of its implementation in Oregon voted in the 2016 election. Similarly, of 
those registered, some 42.5 percent, or 116,000, were unlikely to have registered without 
AVR, and approximately one-third of the 40,000 previously disengaged people turned 
out to vote. CAP research finds that, if every state implemented AVR, more than 22 
million registered voters could be added to state voter rolls in just the first year. All else 
being equal, if every state adopted the Oregon model of AVR, within just the first year 
of implementation, one could expect more than 7.9 million new voters nationwide—
including 3.2 million previously disengaged voters. This analysis assumed that every state 
used Oregon’s model of an AVR system, had similar demographics to Oregon, and was 
made of people with similar voting behaviors as Oregonians. 

Same-day voter registration: In order to estimate the number of additional people that 
would have voted in 2016 had every state implemented same-day voter registration, 
the authors used findings that states offering SDR see an average 5 percent increase 
in turnout. 2016 turnout was calculated by dividing the number of ballots cast by 
the state’s VEP. 2016 turnout was then multiplied by 1.05, thereby increasing it by 
5 percent in order to find the projected turnout had the state implemented SDR. 
Multiplying this projected turnout by each state’s VEP provided the authors with the 
projected total ballots cast if states had implemented SDR. From there, the number 
of ballots cast in 2016 was subtracted from the higher projected ballots in the case of 
SDR to arrive at the number of additional voters in the 2016 election if every state had 
same-day registration in 2016.

Preregistration of 16- and 17-year-olds: The authors were unable to project the 
potential additional voters in 2016 had every state offered preregistration for 16- and 
17-year-olds. The case studies of preregistration programs in Florida—which found 
that preregistered youths are 4.7 percent more likely to vote than those who registered 
at the age of 18 or older—did not provide several key data points with which the 
authors could extrapolate the effects of the policy on states without preregistration in 
place. For example, the data points did not include the percent of registrants in 2008 or 
2016 who were preregistered to vote versus those who used traditional registration.

Online voter registration: The authors used Georgia’s success with online voter 
registration to project the potential 536,975 additional voters in 2016 had every state 
provided online registration. In Georgia, between 2014 and 2016, 25.5 percent of 
registration transactions were completed online. Approximately 71 percent of these 
registrants turned out to vote. To extrapolate this model to other states that did not 
have online registration available in 2016, number of registrants in 2014 was subtracted 
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from the number of registrants in 2016 in order to get the number of new registrants 
between 2014 and 2016 for each state. Next, the authors took 25.5 percent of these new 
registrants to find how many new registrations in each state would be carried out online. 
Then, the number of online registrants in each state was multiplied by the 71 percent 
turnout rate for Georgia’s online registrants. This produced the number of additional 
people who would have voted in 2016 had states had online voter registration in 2014. 

These numbers are conservative since people who simply updated their registration 
online were not taken into account in this projection. For simplicity’s sake, the authors 
only used the number of new registrations in each state. This analysis assumes that, 
between 2014 and 2016, every state would see the same rates of online registration 
and online registrant voter turnout as Georgia. It also assumes that those newly reg-
istering to vote will use the online registration tools as often as those simply updating 
their registration. The authors understand that this may not be the case, as it could 
be possible that online registration is used more often for quick registration updates 
rather than new registrations. 

Early voting: In order to estimate the additional 789,527 people that would have voted 
in 2016 if every state had in-person early voting in place, the authors relied on the 
finding that early voting increases voter participation by 2 to 4 percent. 2016 turnout 
was calculated by dividing the number of ballots cast by the state’s VEP. 2016 turnout 
was then multiplied by 1.02, thereby increasing it by 2 percent in order to find the 
projected higher turnout had the state implemented early voting. Multiplying this 
projected turnout by each state’s VEP resulted in the projected total ballots cast if all 
states had early voting. From there, the number of ballots cast in 2016 was subtracted 
from the higher projected ballots in the case of early voting to arrive at the number of 
additional voters in the 2016 election if every state had early voting in 2016.

No-excuse absentee voting: The authors were not able to project the number of 
potential additional voters if every state had no-excuse absentee voting. Jan E. Leighley 
and Jonathan Nagler’s 2009 study found that states with the policy see increases of 
about 3 percent in voter participation over 28 years, but the methodology of their 
findings and their multivariate regressions were too complex to generalize and 
extrapolate to states that currently do not have the policy in place.

Vote-by-mail: The authors were not able to project how many additional voters would 
have turned out to vote in 2016 had every state conducted elections using a vote-at-
home model. The success of these programs depends largely on geographic and voting 
habit determinants that vary widely across states and jurisdictions. As such, it is nearly 
impossible to quantify the success that such programs would have across different states.
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Ex-offender re-enfranchisement: The authors’ analysis projects that between 914,728 
and 1,355,605 formerly incarcerated people would have voted in 2016 had every 
state restored individuals with the right to vote after being incarcerated. To arrive at 
the floor projection, the authors used Virginia’s recent experience with ex-offender 
re-enfranchisement. In Virginia, 25,941 of the 173,166 formerly incarcerated people 
who had their voting rights restored by McAuliffe voted in 2016, amounting to a 14.98 
percent turnout rate for the group.280 From there, the number of each state’s ineligible 
formerly incarcerated people—found at the Sentencing Project—was multiplied 
by 14.98 percent to arrive at 914,728 potential additional votes from formerly 
incarcerated people in 2016.281

To arrive at the higher projection, the authors used political scientist Traci Burch’s esti-
mate that, on average, 22.2 percent of voting-eligible formerly incarcerated people in 
five states turned out to vote in 2008. All else being equal, and assuming that this 22.2 
percent turnout rate held true in 2016, from there, the number of each state’s ineligible 
formerly incarcerated people was multiplied by 22.2 percent to arrive at 1,355,605 
potential additional votes from formerly incarcerated people in 2016.

Civics education: The authors were not able to project how many additional voters 
would have turned out in 2016 had they participated in civic engagement programs. 
Civics education programs vary widely in curriculum, duration, and their effect on 
young people’s willingness to participate in elections. As such, it is nearly impossible 
to quantify the content of the programs and to attribute young people’s differential 
turnout rates to their involvement in a civics education program. 

Integrated voter engagement and outreach: In their 2004 study, political scientists 
Donald P. Green and Alan S. Gerber found that one additional vote is produced 
for every 14 people contacted by canvassers. Using this statistic, the authors found 
that 6,266,618 additional people would have voted in 2016 had all voting-eligible 
individuals who did not vote that year been contacted by canvassers. To derive this 
projection, the authors found the number of voting-eligible individuals who did not 
vote in 2016, for each state, by subtracting the number of ballots cast in 2016 from the 
state’s VEP. The result was divided by 14 in order to find the 1 in 14 additional eligible 
voters who would have voted in 2016 had they been contacted by canvassers. 

Despite the finding that, in majority-African American neighborhoods, participa-
tion increases by at least 7 percent when individuals are contacted by canvassers, the 
authors were unable to further project how many African Americans could have been 
activated and turn out to vote. This is largely due to the inability to assume that an 
African American neighborhood only includes African Americans.
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